
BETTING SCHOOL INSIDERS CLUB: MONTHLY ARTICLE 
 
In this month’s article there is a random assortment… firstly there is a short reflection on the 
Cheltenham Festival as well as a ‘Festival Last Time Out micro system’ that may fire out 
some decent priced qualifiers for us to use as ‘starting points’. Following that there are a few 
trainer pointers for the Aintree Grand National Meeting. Finally, I have thrown in my ‘Trainer 
Track Profile: Flat 2017’ stats for Doncaster.  
 
Festival Reflections 
 
That’s it for another year then. I hope you had an enjoyable Festival.  The ‘softest’ Festival 
for many years resulted in some fine racing I thought, as always, and on reflection I don’t 
think it produced too many strange results. The ground did affect how the races were run 
and the tactics of jockeys and it will be interesting to see how ‘the form’ works out for the 
rest of the year and into next season. You’d suspect many horses may have had harder races 
than in previous Festivals, but that may turn out to be complete nonsense. This is a 
dangerous game in which to make blasé assumptions.  
 
Of course, for some (many?) it ‘ruined’ what was meant to be the best racing week of the 
year. I can see why the odd purist may have been disappointed, but I assume many who 
vented their annoyance had an unprofitable week! ☺ That may be unfair. We do live in a 
time when many like a good moan; maybe social media is to blame. I for one am a glass half 
full individual and don’t have much time for moaning about things I cannot control, or even 
those that I can! The weather and the going at Cheltenham is one such thing. You have to 
make the most of conditions presented to you and I for one had my best punting week ever.  
 
I hope some of you used the various stats and pointers in my previous article to find a few 
winners. In particular my Gordon Elliot, Willie Mullins, Davy Russell and Gigginstown House 
Stud stats pointed to a wheelbarrow full of decent winners and big profits, even accounting 
for the losers they also highlighted.  
 
In the 13 races I target during ‘Festival Week’ (the 10 handicaps/NH Chase/Albert Bartlett / 
Midlands Grand National) I somehow managed to find 6 winners, pulling in +92 points from 
a 35 point outlay or so.  
 
Yet again the same sort of profile came to the fore, especially in the handicaps. The ground, 
or indeed the pace of the races, didn’t appear to make much difference on that front.  
 
In the handicap hurdles, yet again it paid to focus on younger more unexposed horses, 
those whose full abilities hadn’t yet been revealed to the handicapper. Many of these had 
form in big field hurdle races, some at previous festivals, many in 20+ runner novice/maiden 
hurdles. Yet again many had been running in graded/novice races, generally small fields, and 
had been running ok. However, they were transformed for running in a handicap, back in a 
big field. Unsurprisingly the same names provided many of the winners and placed horses – 
Elliot was clearly the star name, but Mullins, Skelton, Nicholls and Henderson were well 
represented, especially with placed horses. I doubt you’d go far wrong in future Festival 



Handicap Hurdles by just focussing on those five names. It looks as though Skelton is getting 
a taste for these races also.  
 
In the handicap chases many of the same traits were evident. It was noticeable how many of 
these races were won by horses ‘in form’, many with Cheltenham form over fences (Coo 
Star Sivola/Mr Whitaker/Missed Approach/Le Prezien) and many raced ‘up in the van’. Ruby 
Walsh had mused before the Festival began about how the ground may affect the jockeys, 
with races being more tactical affairs. I thought this was noticeable with many a race run at 
a steady pace to the eye – or certainly it appeared hard to come from too far back, with 
many prominent racers staying there, either winning or placing. These races appeared to 
hammer home yet again that often the best place to be in any race, especially handicap 
chases, is leading or not too far off the pace.  
 
It will be interesting to see how ‘Festival Form’ works out and whether any races/horses will 
be worth following through to next year’s Festival.  
 
With that in mind I have been playing around in the excellent HorseRaceBase to see if I 
could find any ‘starting points’ for bets.  
 
I would strongly recommend not to follow the below ‘system’ systematically, but instead 
use qualifiers as ‘starting points’. With any luck this approach may point to the odd big 
priced winner in the next few months. Time will tell.  
 
‘Rules’  
 

• Today’s race: ‘Chase’ (as defined by HRB, generally graded chases, not novice chases) 
NH Flat / Hunters Chase / Handicap Chase / Handicap Hurdle  

• Had come 1st or 2nd at least once in last three runs 

• Ran at the Cheltenham Festival LTO (but NOT in a Handicap Chase)  

• Ran 21-75 days ago 

• Finished 3rd-6th LTO, or PU/UR LTO 
 
Since the start of 2013… 
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% Races Race% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 163 40 24.54 185.83 75 46.01 116 34.48 114.01 275.4 64.61 1.54 

2017 31 6 19.35 -6.73 17 54.84 27 22.22 -21.71 -3.4 11.05 0.94 

2016 35 9 25.71 61.75 16 45.71 23 39.13 176.43 99.92 21.49 2.3 

2015 35 8 22.86 55.23 15 42.86 21 38.1 157.8 78.52 20.67 1.52 

2014 34 9 26.47 44.91 15 44.12 23 39.13 132.09 58.87 10.26 1.59 

2013 28 8 28.57 30.67 12 42.86 22 36.36 109.54 41.49 1.14 1.67 

 



There could well be nothing in this but the number of runners, winners and placed horses 
has been consistent.  
 
In fact, backing all those sent off 5/1+ in races with 5 or more runners, 1 point EW….  
116 bets / 20 wins / 43 places / +211 SP / 37% win|place strike rate 
 
Within the main stats above:- 
 

• Sent off 7/1 or bigger SP: 94 bets / 19 wins / 35 places / 20% sr / +183 SP / +270 
BFSP/ AE 2.7 

• 2nd or 3rd in weights (in today’s race): 37 bets / 15 wins / 25 places / 41% sr / +90 SP / 
+129 BFSP / AE 2.54  

• Bottom weights: 7/33,17p, +23 SP, +43 BFSP 

• Those who ran in a Festival Handicap Chase LTO (not the novice hncp chase): 
4/52,15p, -26 (suggests these races are most taxing)  

• Owned by JP McManus: 5/14,7p, +28 SP, +40 BFSP  

• Trained by W Mullins: 6/19,9p, +40 BFSP  
 
I think there is plenty of logic to those ‘rules’, and as always without logic we are in some 
trouble. Here we are dealing with horses evidently in-form, either before or at the Festival, 
and also those who did not run their race (PU/UR) where there may be valid excuses. Those 
that had placed 3rd to 6th had clearly run well in some of the most competitive races run in 
the season to date. They may not have had as hard a race as those that battled out a finish 
or indeed may now have been thumped by the handicapper. They’ve had a long enough 
break but not too long. 
 
Maybe this year’s ‘going’ will make a big difference to these pointers. There is only one way 
to find out. Hopefully it produces a few nice priced qualifiers to attack at the Spring Festivals 
and beyond.  
 
That’s enough on the Cheltenham Festival from me, until next year.  
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Aintree Grand National Meeting 
 
(stats for previous 5 Festivals)  
 
While the Flat season isn’t too far off (well, as I type we have already had the first meeting 
of the season!) I thought I’d have a look at a handful of trainer/jockey pointers for the Grand 
National meeting.  
 
Those trainers with 5 or more winners in the period… 
 
Nicky Henderson 
 

• 14/1 or shorter SP: 17/71,33p, +54 BFSP  
o 16/1 +,  0/46,2p  

• 14/1 or shorter SP… 

• Handicaps: 20 bets / 6 wins / 12 places / 30% sr / +54 BFSP  
o Age 5/6: 11 bets / 5 wins / 8 places / +49 BFSP  

• Non Handicaps… 

• 1st or 2nd LTO: 27 bets / 8 wins/ 13 places / 30% sr / +10 BFSP  
 
 
Colin Tizzard 
 

• All runners: 31 bets / 10 wins / 16 places / 32% sr / +181 BFSP / AE 2.88 
o 8/16,11p, +128 BFSP last two meetings 
o Stats include Ultragold who won at 50/1, 94/1 BFSP  

 
Paul Nicholls 
 

• All handicaps: 0/60,4p, -60 

• Non handicaps, ran at Chelt Festival LTO: 31 bets / 6 wins / 10 places / 19% sr / +13 
BFSP / 1.12 (0/10,0p last two years)  

o Those that did not run at ‘The Festival’ LTO, 1/29,8p  
 
Alan King  
 

• Horse had won at least once on last three starts: 23 bets / 5 wins / 8 places / 22% sr 
/ +28 BFSP / AE 2.04 (0/20,6p did not)  

o Did not win LTO: 4/12,5p, +35 BFSP  
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Aintree Micro Angle 
 

• French Bred 

• Ran at Cheltenham Festival LTO 

• Top 3 LTO 
 

 
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% Races ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 54 18 33.33 69.91 28 51.85 43 129.46 93.48 17.51 1.44 
2017 14 3 21.43 -6.2 7 50 13 -44.29 -5.92 -1.63 0.86 

2016 14 5 35.71 20.4 6 42.86 9 145.71 24.4 -0.88 1.48 

2015 8 1 12.5 -5.37 2 25 7 -67.13 -5.37 -3.96 0.54 
2014 10 5 50 40.25 8 80 9 402.5 51.64 20.66 2.66 

2013 8 4 50 20.83 5 62.5 5 260.38 28.72 3.32 2.14 

 
 

This rather simple angle has been a good pointer to Festival horses running well at Aintree’s 
Grand National Meeting. Again this is the sort of angle I would use as a ‘starting point’ 
rather than diving in and backing any qualifiers systematically. However it has highlighted a 
few decent priced winners as well as winners across all race types.  
 
GB and Irish Breds are 15/89,45p, -40 BFSP. The place stats are similar but on this evidence, 
the French bred horses appear to have a better record at getting their heads in front here. 
This angle includes one Grand National winner in the period.  
 
* 
Below is my unique ‘trainer track profile’ for Doncaster, from my new flat stats pack which 
as always at this time of year is a work in progress. Only 39 hours or so of research to go! 
Many of my readers use such pointers as starting points and I also use them alongside 
various ratings pointers, to help give some added weight to their form. Following unexposed 
horses who qualify against these stats, who may also be ‘doing something different’ was a 
profitable way forward last season.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Trainer Track Profiles: Flat 2018 
 
DONCASTER  
 
(stats for the previous three Flat Turf seasons unless stated)  
 
General Race Types (5 years)  
 
All Handicaps (3yo+/4yo+)  
 

• D Simcock: 35 bets / 12 wins / 15 places / 34% sr / +36 SP / +40 BFSP / AE 1.83 ES+ 
 
General Race Types  
 
All Handicaps (3yo+/4yo+)  
 

• Ian Williams: 27 bets / 7 wins / 11 places / 26%sr / +7 SP / +11 BFSP / AE 1.72 

• L Cumani: 18 bets / 7 wins / 14 places / 38% sr / +16 SP / +18 BFSP / AE 1.64 

• D Simcock: 19 bets / 6 wins / 9 places / 32% sr / +10 SP / +11 BFSP / AE 1.38  
 
3yo+ 
 

• L Cumani: 13 bets / 5 wins / 9 places./ 38% sr / +15 SP / +17 BFSP / AE 1.82  
 
4yo+ 
 

• T D Barron: 22 bets / 6 wins / 8 places / 27% sr / +25 SP / +32 BFSP / AE 2.71  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Micro Systems 
 
Trainer/Jockey Combo  
 

• L Cumani/J Spencer: 7 bets / 4 wins / 6 places / 57% sr / +13 SP / +15 BFSP / AE 2.45 

• T D Barron/P Makin: 9 bets / 3 wins / 4 places / 33% sr / +15 SP / +18 BFSP / AE 2.83  
 

 
Distance  
 

• P Midgley/6-6.5f: 22 bets / 4 wins / 8 places / 18% sr / +19 SP / +20 BFSP / AE 2.45  
 
Class- None  
 
Going  
 

• M Appleby/GF: 18 bets / 5 wins / 9 places / 28% sr / +33 SP / +40 BFSP / AE 2.4 
Age 
 

• TD Barron/3-4: 21 bets / 7 wins / 7 places / 33% sr / +52 SP / +68 BFSP / AE 3.08 

• M Easterby/7-8: 18 bets / 5 wins / 7 places / 28% sr / +33 SP / +41 BFSP / AE 2.29 

• R Hannon/3-4: 24 bets / 5 wins / 10 places / 21% sr / +39 SP / +56 BFSP / AE 1.66 
* 
 
Class Move- None  
 
Distance Move- None 
 
Handicap Debut -None 
 
Runs This Season -None 
 
Runs 90 Days: 0  
 

• TD Barron: 10 bets / 3 wins/ 4 places / 30% sr / +17 SP / +21 BFSP / AE 3.37  
 
* 
 
1st Time Out 2 Year Olds  
 

• D O’Meara: 5 bets / 3 wins / 4 places / 60% sr / +16 SP / +19 BFSP / AE 3.7 

• Sir M Stoute: 7 bets / 3 wins / 6 places / 43% sr / +7 SP / +11 BFSP / AE 2.13 

• K Burke: 7 bets / 3 wins / 4 places / 43% sr / +67 SP / +127 BFSP / AE 4.48  
 


